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Abstract: The global control volume-based energy utilization balance for an aerospace vehicle is
extended to allow for the analysis of jet-propelled vehicles. The methodology is first developed
for analyzing the energy utilization and entropy generation characteristics of jet engines without
airframe considerations. This methodology, when combined with separate energy utilization analysis
for an unpowered airframe, allows for the assessment of a powered vehicle. Wake entropy generation
for a powered vehicle is shown to be the summation of the wake entropy generation associated with
the propulsion system (no airframe) and the unpowered airframe. The fundamental relationship
between overall entropy generation and the flight conditions required for maximum range and
endurance of a powered vehicle are also derived. Example energy utilization results obtained for a
modeled turbojet engine in off-design operation are provided; wake and engine component entropy
generation characteristics are directly related to engine operation and flight conditions. This engine
model is then integrated with a legacy (twin-engine) Northrop F-5E Tiger II airframe. The overall
entropy generation temporal rate for the vehicle is minimized, as predicted by our analysis, at flight
conditions corresponding to maximum endurance. For flight conditions corresponding to maximum
range, the overall entropy spatial rate is minimized.

Keywords: entropy; exergy; availability; losses; propulsion; performance

1. Introduction

The effective utilization of available energy for an aerospace vehicle in flight is neces-
sary in order to satisfy performance and mission requirements. These requirements are
met primarily by generating suitable thrust and lift forces from available energy, as well
as by the proper management of aerodynamic drag. While in some flight systems there
are stored or acquired sources of available energy other than the propellant, the propellant
is generally the only significant source of available energy for most powered aerospace
vehicles. Furthermore, while there may be some usage of available energy in subsystems
other than the propulsive and aerodynamic subsystems, such subsystems are usually
thermodynamically tied into the propulsive and/or aerodynamic flow paths. Propulsive
and aerodynamic flows ultimately, then, serve as thermal sinks for energy not explicitly
associated with thrust/lift production and/or drag mitigation.

The analytical development of the fundamental rate-based energy utilization balance
for powered aerospace flight vehicles, based on the global control volume approach, has
enabled the direct assessment of the impact of available energy losses on vehicle perfor-
mance at discrete flight conditions [1]. In addition, the energy utilization rate balance
has been combined with vehicle equations of motion to provide time-integrated energy
utilization balances, allowing for the assessment of energy utilization across vehicle mis-
sions and mission segments in terms of vehicle kinetic and potential energy changes [2].
Energy utilization formulations that are based on the global control volume approach have
been used and validated for a wide range of applications and flow regimes, including
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multi-dimensional flows and chemically reacting flows [3]. Most applications have fo-
cused on hypersonic air-breathing vehicles with ram/scramjet propulsion systems [4] and
rocket-powered vehicles [5,6].

Exergy analysis, and systematic application of entropy generation minimization tech-
niques for performance improvements and optimization, are very well-established and
widely utilized for ground-based systems; less so for aerospace flight vehicles, due in
part to the lack of direct (analytical) linkage between exergy losses and classic vehicle
performance characteristics and design objectives. Although energy utilization analysis
based on the global control volume approach is a form of exergy analysis, the balance that
results is specifically based on traditional vehicle performance (i.e., net propulsive and
aerodynamic forces, changes in vehicle kinetic and potential energies, etc.). It (analytically)
links losses in traditional performance metrics to entropy generation in the global control
volume in which the vehicle is embedded at the specific flight condition of the vehicle.
Nevertheless, both traditional exergy methods and the global control volume-based energy
utilization balance are linked by their respective assessment of losses in terms of entropy
generation. Entropy generation is the most fundamental measure of losses for all physical
processes and hence provides the common (single) currency of losses for all sub-systems
and processes associated with aerospace vehicles.

The earliest development of the global control volume-based approach for relating
forces on aerodynamic shapes to entropy generation was by Ostawitch [7], who character-
ized the drag of an unpowered shape in fluid flow in terms of overall entropy generation.
Subsequent developments of the approach are essentially extensions and refinements,
applied to increasingly complex aerospace systems. The approach is also used by Giles
and Cummings [8], who characterized the energy availability balance for a vehicle using
a simple heating model for fuel energy release. The present work is also related to pre-
vious investigations ([9,10]) that sought to characterize gas turbine (turbojet and ramjet)
transient behavior by employing energy utilization/entropy generation analysis. Abbas
and Riggins [11] in prior work investigated energy utilization and entropy generation for a
turbojet engine model without airframe considerations; focusing primarily on presenting
uninstalled performance and providing related energy utilization information.

The earliest work in the area of performance assessment of jet engines includes that of
Foa [12], Builder [13], and Lewis [14]; the latter reference provides a basic description of the
framework of exergy methods applicable to jet engines, and hence is a precursor to later
exergy-based investigations of aerospace propulsion systems. Clarke and Horlock [15]
provided a pioneering treatment of availability and thrust power losses for aerospace
jet engines, including a single operation point application of the method for a modeled
turbojet engine. Their work, in terms of control volume-based analysis of stand-alone
engines, is closely related to the global control volume-based energy utilization approach
used in the present work, especially as applied to jet engines without airframe consid-
erations. Subsequent interest in applying exergy methodology to aerospace propulsion
systems, including airbreathing scramjet engines during the 1990s, led to work such as
that by Czysz and Murthy [16], Murthy [17], and Brilliant [18]. A parallel effort (again
with an initial emphasis on high-speed systems) focused on analysis and optimization
based on the minimization of engine thrust losses. This engineering performance-based
approach was first pioneered by Curran and Craig [19], who provided the basis of the
thrust-potential methodology later developed by Riggins et al. (see, for example, [20–22]).
In these and related investigations, the thrust for a high-speed engine was explicitly linked
to entropy production occurring inside the engine. A parallel and related methodology
was developed using work potential methods as applied to engines (see, for example,
Roth [23,24]). Unlike exergy-based analyses, both thrust potential and work potential
methods avoid wake entropy generation (wake exergy destruction) issues due to their
direct assessment of forces and work potential specific to an engine flow-field itself. In
more recent work using traditional exergy analysis, Ehyaei et al. [25] performed an exergy
analysis of an afterburning turbojet engine at two altitudes and identified the exergetic
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efficiencies of the various engine components. Etele and Rosen [26] explored the important
issue of the sensitivity of exergy analysis for aerospace systems to the choice of reference
state. A discussion on and examples of the benefits of exergy-based analysis when ap-
plied to general (and specific) aerospace applications are reported by Doty et al. [27]. A
recent detailed and comprehensive description of the exergy-based formulation for aircraft
aerodynamic-propulsive performance assessment is provided by Arntz, Atinault, and
Merlen [28]. Additional work analyzing exergetic aspects of gas turbine engines is done
in [29–33].

There are three main objectives of the present work: the first objective is to extend the
global control volume-based energy utilization balance to enable the analysis of aerospace
vehicles with gas turbine (jet) engines, operating at either subsonic or supersonic flight
Mach numbers. The second objective is to use the control-volume based energy utilization
balance to analytically investigate the overall entropy generation characteristics of a jet-
powered vehicle in cruise. The third objective is to provide performance and energy
utilization results for specific applications (i.e., first for a specified engine without an
airframe and then for a powered vehicle with a specified airframe, with a focus on cruise
flight, range, and endurance).

The approach taken in this work to accomplish these objectives is to develop a turbojet
engine model that correctly accounts for (hardware-specific) engine off-design operation;
this requires the identification or use of component performance maps and loss models,
and the implementation of component matching. The component-matched engine model
then allows for the assessment of performance and energy utilization for a specific engine
for all fuel throttle settings, flight Mach numbers, and altitudes across the off-design flight
envelope. Most previous studies using conventional exergy techniques do not fully account
for off-design engine operation but rely on traditional cycle analysis approximations and
assumptions. The specific engine used in the application example for this work is selected
and sized based on nominal on-design operation at a flight Mach of 0.85, altitude of 9 km,
and a thrust requirement of 9.3 kN; off-design operation and performance for this engine
is then calculated appropriately from the engine operating line information as obtained
through the component matching process.

In conjunction with the installed thrust and additive drag models for this turbojet
engine, a drag model for a legacy airframe with known aerodynamic and weight character-
istics is defined; the Northrop F-5E Tiger II airframe (with twin turbojet engines) has been
selected in this work. This airframe provides a good match in terms of its drag envelope
to the modeled installed engine thrust performance envelope. Finally, a combination of
the airframe and the modeled engines provides a complete (powered) vehicle model, thus
allowing for the quantitative assessment of cruise flight in terms of energy utilization
characteristics (and in terms of conventional principles).

This work (along with earlier complementary work described in [11]) is unique in
employing a control volume/energy utilization analysis that explicitly includes the wake
(and the entropy generation occurring therein) for the analysis of a gas turbine engine from
a second-law/exergetic perspective. It is also the first exergy analysis of a turbojet engine
utilizing that approach that analyzes a given engine over a range of ‘off-design’ conditions,
as opposed to employing cycle analysis assumptions and limitations. In addition, the
work is believed to provide the first fundamental derivation and case study showing the
direct relation between overall entropy generation and maximum range and endurance
conditions for an aircraft; this derivation results from the comprehensive nature of the
global control volume/energy utilization approach.

Section 2 of this paper provides a brief summary and discussion of the global control
volume-derived energy utilization balance for an aerospace vehicle in flight. Subsequent
sections of this paper develop the analytical basis for using this energy availability balance
in order to (1) assess conventional gas turbine engines without airframe considerations
(Section 3), (2) assess integrated airframe and air-breathing (jet) propulsion systems, i.e.,
powered vehicles (Sections 4 and 5), and (3) develop fundamental range and endurance
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considerations that result from the energy utilization balance (Section 6). Section 7 describes
specifics of the gas turbine engine modeling (with an emphasis on correctly accounting
for off-design performance using component matching) and the specific configuration for
a modeled turbojet engine. Section 8 provides information regarding the airframe, the
airframe drag model, and specifics of the selected airframe used in this study. Performance
and energy utilization results are shown in Section 9 for both the stand-alone turbojet
engine and for the integrated airframe and engines, with a focus on cruise implications
for energy utilization and considerations related to flight for the maximum range and
endurance of a jet-propelled vehicle.

2. Energy Utilization Analysis of Aerospace Vehicle Systems

The energy utilization rate balance for an air-breathing aerospace vehicle in flight is
written as:

u∞Fx(flight) =
.
E +

.
m f

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
− T∞

.
Stotal (1)

This fundamental relationship represents the combination of the first and second laws
of thermodynamics, as well as momentum and continuity principles, applied to a global
control volume containing fluid in which the vehicle is embedded (see Figure 1 for a 2-D
representation). The boundary of the global control volume is defined to envelope all
the fluid wetted solid surfaces of the vehicle. This includes both external and internal
surfaces of the vehicle (i.e., all wetted surfaces associated with aerodynamic, propulsive,
fuel feed, and tankage systems). The balance equation given by Equation (1) mandates that
the vehicle (net) force power that is realized (the productive utilization of energy) is equal
to the overall energy availability rate (primarily associated with fuel flow rate) minus all
losses in available energy that occur within the global control volume.
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In the energy utilization balance (Equation (1)), u∞ is the vehicle flight velocity magni-
tude, and Fx(flight) is the net resultant force component on all solid surfaces of the vehicle
in the direction of flight (traditionally the ‘thrust minus drag’, or net accelerative force
in the instantaneous flight direction). The first term on the right-hand side,

.
E, represents

the (net) rate of energy interactions (heat and/or work) into the fluid in the global control
volume. This is energy supplied to (or extracted from) the fluid within the global control
volume from sources external to said control volume (e.g., batteries on board the vehicle).
.
E, however, will be assumed to be negligible in this work; all available energy will be
strictly associated with the fuel. The second term on the right-hand side represents the
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overall energy availability rate associated with the fuel flow rate leaving the fuel tank(s).
H∗ is the total thermochemical availability of the fuel (maximum chemical and thermal

work potential as measured with respect to the ambient conditions) [1], and u2
∞
2 is the

energy availability associated with the kinetic energy of the on-board fuel (this latter term,
however, is negligible in comparison with H∗ for the conventional flight atmospheric
systems/vehicles considered in the present work). The third term on the right-hand side of
Equation (1) represents the rate of loss of available energy. T∞ is the freestream ambient
temperature, and

.
Stotal is the net rate of entropy change across the global control volume

from ∞ to w.
For analysis, the global control volume is divided into three sub-control volumes (see

Figure 1). The first sub-control volume is that associated with the vehicle zone of influence
(i.e., the flow field surrounding the vehicle and directly impacted or influenced by the
vehicle, extending axially from ∞ to s, and including the internal propulsion and propellant
flow paths and all fluid in propellant feed systems and tankage). The second sub-control
volume is that region defined by the side-bounding ‘far-field’ flow that is at freestream
conditions (especially relevant for high-speed systems), theoretically extending to infinity
in the lateral plane and extending axially from ∞ to s. The third sub-control volume is that
associated with the vehicle wake; it is downstream of the vehicle exit plane (extending from
station s to station w). The inflow to the global control volume at station ∞ is undisturbed
and uniform at the freestream conditions. The outflow of the global control volume at w
is uniform (i.e., equilibrated) and the flow properties at w are (for the very large lateral
extent of the global control volume), by definition, infinitesimally displaced from those of
the freestream.

There are two contributions to the total entropy flow rate change across the global
control volume: (1) entropy generated in (and transferred to) the fluid associated with the
sub-control volume encompassing the vehicle zone of influence (which can be further sub-
divided into contributions from the propulsion system and from the external aerodynamic
system) and (2) entropy generated in the unconstrained wake sub-control volume:

.
Stotal = ∆

.
S∞→s + ∆

.
Ss→w =

.
Svehicle +

.
Swake (2)

The entropy generated in the wake equilibration process generally significantly ex-
ceeds the total entropy generated in the vehicle zone of influence, including within the
propulsive system. Entropy generation due to irreversibilities and non-ideal effects in other
non-propulsive and non-aerodynamic subsystems on board the vehicle most generally
result in the transfer of rejected heat to the fluid within the control volume, and hence the
energy utilization balance is inclusive of such effects.

The energy availability balance mandates that if the total entropy generation rate can
be quantified at a known fuel flow rate and for a known thermochemical availability, the
net resultant force acting on the vehicle in the direction of flight can be determined using
Equation (1). Conversely, if the net force power is known, the entropy generation rate is then
necessarily fixed. Furthermore, the complete quantification and composition of expended
energy associated with the fuel can be assessed in terms of both realized productive force
power and the specific performance losses associated with entropy generation details
(identifiable in terms of individual loss mechanisms, components, processes, and sub-
systems). The level of detail available for such quantification depends on the level of
modeling used.

In terms of the energy utilization balance, an energy utilization effectiveness, η can be
defined to assess the degree to which the overall energy availability associated with the
fuel is realized as force-based power at any given flight condition for a powered vehicle:

η =
u∞Fx(flight)

.
m f

(
H∗ + u2

∞
2

) (3)
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3. Energy Availability Analysis of a Stand-Alone Gas Turbine Engine

The general energy availability balance for aerospace vehicles, as summarized in the
previous section, can be readily adapted to a stand-alone gas turbine engine operating
in either subsonic or supersonic flow. Here, the term stand-alone refers to an engine in
flight without consideration of an airframe and with the constraint that all losses (entropy
generation) occur only in the engine flow-path itself, as well as in the wake downstream
of the engine. In such an application and reflective of the approach described in the last
section, the global control volume is again divided into three sub-control volumes (see
Figure 2): (1) the ‘outer’ or side-bounding sub-control volume (streamtube) from ∞ to s that
is of an asymptotically large (lateral) extent in which the fluid external to the engine is taken
to be isentropically processed, (2) the sub-control volume (streamtube) associated with
the air that is inducted into the engine, and (3) the downstream wake mixing sub-control
volume in which the disparate flows at station s are eventually equilibrated (at station w).
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Upstream of an engine, whether it is considered ‘stand-alone’ as defined above or
attached to an airframe, external acceleration or deceleration of the captured airflow (for
subsonic or subcritical engine operation) dictates that the propulsive flow path extends
forward from the inlet face (station i) to the freestream (plane ∞). The actual (installed)
thrust force delivered by an engine is the uninstalled thrust minus the sum of the additive
and external cowl drags:

Fx(engine) = installed engine thrust
= uninstalled engine thrust− Dadd − Dexternal cowl

(4)

where:

Dadd =
∫ i

∞
(P− P∞)n̂xdS (5)

Dexternal cowl =
∫ e

i
(Pexternal cowl − P∞)n̂xdS +

∫ e

i
τx(external cowl)dS (6)

uninstalled engine thrust =
( .

m f +
.

mair

)
ue −

.
mairu∞ + (Pe − P∞)Ae (7)

From momentum considerations for the upstream captured streamtube entering an
engine, the additive drag can be found as:

Dadd =
.

mair(ui − u∞) + (Pi − P∞)Ai (8)
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Furthermore, for a stand-alone engine configuration, with the requirement of isen-
tropic flow in the side-bounding streamtube (mandating a frictionless external cowl) and
the large lateral extent of this streamtube, Pexternal cowl = P∞, hence Dexternal cowl ≈ 0. There-
fore:

Fx(flight),engine alone =
( .

m f +
.

mair

)
ue −

.
mairui + (Pe − P∞)Ae − (Pi − P∞)Ai (9)

For air-breathing (jet) engines, the thermochemical availability H∗ can be very closely
approximated as the heating value of the fuel H f [1]. The installed thrust of the stand-
alone jet engine in terms of heating value of fuel and total entropy generation rate (here
subdivided between entropy generation in the engine streamtube from ∞ to e,

.
Sengine, and

entropy generation in the wake mixing zone from s to w,
.
Swake(engine alone)) can then be

determined with a known (or computed) wake entropy generation rate as:

Fx(flight),engine alone =
1

u∞

[
.

m f

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
− T∞(

.
Sengine +

.
Swake(engine alone))

]
(10)

Conversely, the entropy generation in the wake can be determined from a given (or
computed) thrust using Equation (10). However, when it is desired to directly compute
wake entropy generation from (upstream) flow rates at station s (for instance to indepen-
dently check the force obtained using the availability balance against the force obtained
using engine flow-field modeling), a sufficiently large lateral dimension of the global
streamtube must be used. The wake equilibration process (from plane s to plane w, where
the flow is equilibrated and uniform) can then be modeled by enforcing conservation of
mass flow rate, axial stream thrust, and total enthalpy flow rate between s and w, and
solving for wake equilibrated conditions at station w (thus allowing the computation
of

.
Swake(engine alone)). With sufficiently large lateral extent of the global control volume,

comparisons of the values of engine thrust obtained through momentum analysis (i.e., via
classic cycle analysis) to values of engine thrust obtained independently from the energy
availability balance have percent differences less than 10−6. In the current study, the ratio
of cross-sectional area of the global control volume to the engine exit cross-sectional area is
taken to be 109 for any direct computations of the wake entropy generation rate; this value
is significantly larger than necessary but ensures asymptotic convergence (this corresponds
to a square area of roughly 8 km for the modelled engine that has a nozzle exit diameter of
about 0.3 m).

4. Energy Availability Analysis of an Unpowered Airframe

The overall energy availability balance can also be readily applied when considering
the aerodynamics (drag characteristics) of an unpowered airframe; in fact, this situation
corresponds to the first specific formulation and application of the global control volume
approach with second law analysis by Oswatitsch [7]. The net axial force component
developed on an unpowered airframe (colinear with the instantaneous flight direction) is
the airframe drag, Dairframe. In the absence of fuel usage, the energy availability balance
for the unpowered airframe (with

.
Sairframe designating the entropy generation associated

with the aerodynamics of the unpowered airframe from ∞ to s), simplifies to:

u∞Dairframe = T∞

( .
Sairframe +

.
Swake(airframe alone)

)
(11)

5. Vehicle Performance Model in Terms of Propulsive and Airframe Entropy
Generation Rates

From the standpoint of flight performance, the dominant fluid dynamic force com-
ponents experienced by a vehicle in atmospheric powered flight are associated with the
airframe and with the propulsion system. For our purposes, conventional lift and drag are
considered to be solely associated with the airframe, while the thrust is specifically associ-
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ated with the defined propulsive flow path (the propulsion system), i.e., no consideration
of thrust vectoring is made in the following development, although it can be incorporated
readily. Note that the analysis is inclusive of airframe-engine integrated configurations as
well, although care has to be taken to properly account for and allocate forces, based on the
specifics of the performance accounting system being used and the exact delineations of
engine and airframe boundaries and interfaces.

Consider the global control volume around a powered vehicle; the flow through the
global control volume can be separated into a propulsive streamtube and an aerodynamic
streamtube interacting with the airframe. These streamtubes can interact with each other
but are separable in terms of both the mass flow rates of the air they process and their
respective (exclusive) force interactions with either the engine solid surfaces or the airframe
solid surfaces. The net instantaneous axial force developed on the vehicle in the flight
direction is then written as:

Fx (vehicle) = Fx (engine) − D airframe (12)

or
Fx (vehicle) = uninstalled engine thrust− Dadd − Dexternal cowl − Dairframe (13)

The energy availability balance for the vehicle is written as:

u∞Fx(vehicle) =
.

m f

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
− T∞

.
Stotal (vehicle in flight) (14)

The total entropy generation rate in the global control volume,
.
Stotal (vehicle in flight), is

composed of three contributions as follows:

.
Stotal (vehicle in flight) =

.
Sengine +

.
Sairframe +

.
Swake (15)

If Dexternal cowl is considered small or, for convenience, is included in Dairframe, a
fundamental superposition principle for wake entropy generation can then be written as:

.
Swake =

.
Swake(engine alone) +

.
Swake(airframe alone) (16)

This wake entropy generation superposition principle states that the overall entropy
generation in the wake of a powered vehicle is the summation of the entropy generation in
the wake of the independently analyzed ‘stand-alone’ propulsion system and the entropy
generation in the wake of the independently analyzed unpowered airframe.

6. Entropy Generation and Cruise; Range and Endurance

The performance of a powered vehicle in flight in terms of endurance, E, and range,
R, are both related to the expenditure of fuel. The time traveled in cruise on a given
amount of fuel is defined as the endurance, E, of the vehicle. Endurance, by definition, is
maximized when the time rate of fuel burned

(
d
dt m f =

.
m f

)
is minimized across the cruise

leg. The distance traveled in cruise on a given amount of fuel is defined as the range, R,
of the vehicle. Range, by definition, is maximized when the fuel burned per unit distance

travelled is minimized
(

d
dx m f =

.
m f
u∞

)
across the cruise leg. Flight conditions necessary

for maximizing range and endurance for jet-propelled vehicles have traditionally been
obtained in preliminary design by extension of the classic Breguet range and endurance
methodology for propeller-driven vehicles based on cruise flight [34]. The range and
endurance relationships that result are functions of thrust specific fuel consumption as
well as specific aerodynamic flight characteristics of a jet-propelled vehicle in cruise. To an
approximation, the time per unit mass of fuel burned in cruise is proportional to CL/CD
(the lift-to-drag ratio of the vehicle). Thus, when the vehicle is flown in cruise at an
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angle of attack and flight velocity corresponding to maximum CL/CD, the endurance is
approximately maximized. Likewise, the distance traveled per unit mass of fuel burned in
cruise is approximately proportional to C1/2

L /CD, such that range is maximized when this
ratio is maximized, i.e., when the vehicle is flown in cruise at an angle of attack and flight
velocity corresponding to this condition.

For a vehicle in cruise (i.e., neither accelerating nor decelerating in the flight direction),
the net axial force developed on the vehicle is necessarily zero (Fx(engine) = Dairframe). The
energy availability balance then becomes:

.
m f

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
= T∞

.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight) (17)

This states that all availability associated with fuel usage (thermochemical and kinetic
energy of the on-board stored fuel) is entirely lost. From Equation (17), flight at conditions
corresponding to maximum endurance and maximum range, respectively, occur when the
time rate of overall entropy generation is minimized and when the spatial rate of overall
entropy generation is minimized, i.e.,:

AtmaxE :
.
Stotal (vehicle) is minimized (exact); CL/CD is maximized (approximate) (18)

AtmaxR :

.
Stotal (vehicle)

u∞
is minimized (exact); C1/2

L /CD is maximized (approximate) (19)

In addition, Equation (17) can be rewritten based on the superposition principle in
terms of separate contributions of the airframe and engine (evaluated at cruise flight
conditions for the vehicle):

.
m f

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
= T∞

.
Stotal (engine alone) + T∞

.
Stotal (airframe alone) (20)

The total entropy generation rates on the right-hand side of Equation (20) are in turn
composed of contributions occurring within the respective systems from ∞ to s (again,
evaluated at cruise flight conditions for the vehicle) and contributions occurring in the
respective wake processes:

.
Stotal (engine alone) =

.
Sengine +

.
Swake (engine alone) (21)

.
Stotal (airframe alone) =

.
Sairframe +

.
Swake (airframe alone) (22)

7. Turbojet Engine Specifications and Modeling Summary

This section provides the rationale and specifications for the fixed area single-spool
turbojet engine modeled in this work, as well as a brief summary of the methodology used
to characterize its performance across its operability envelope of allowable fuel throttle
setting, flight Mach number, and altitude. Previous studies of availability and exergy in
turbojet engines have generally performed cycle analysis (often simply assuming full mass
capture without accounting for additive drag at all operational points). This effectively
models the uninstalled performance of a family of engines as operating conditions are
varied rather than the installed performance of a given engine. As an example, if com-
pressor pressure ratio is kept constant as flight Mach number and altitude are varied,
this is not reflective of the performance of a given engine, but rather actually models a
family of engines with necessarily different compressors, since the performance of a given
compressor (i.e., the compressor pressure ratio and efficiency) will necessarily change with
flight Mach and/or altitude. Such analysis, then, does not account for individual engine
component characteristics and the required matching of those components that is necessary
to predict the performance of a given engine across the operational ranges of fuel throttle
setting, flight Mach number, and altitude for that given engine. In addition, previous work
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on exergy/availability and gas turbine engine performance often make the assumption
that the static pressure at the nozzle exit is equal to the ambient pressure at all operational
points of interest. This assumption thus implicitly mandates a ‘flexible’ (non-constant) exit
area of the engine rather than a given (specified) engine with fixed cross-sectional areas.

In addition, the specific values of
.

m f , altitude, and flight Mach number at which a
given engine is operated determine the mass flow rate of air inducted into the engine,
i.e., the engine will accelerate or decelerate the upstream captured streamtube of air as
necessary (determining the spillage characteristics and additive drag of that engine at
those conditions). This information, for a given engine, must be obtained by a process of
correctly matching components within the engine in order to correctly evaluate off-design
performance. The component-matching methodology is applied in this work by utilizing
a generic compressor performance map along with models for inlet, burner, turbine, and
nozzle loss characteristics and a defined ‘on-design’ operating point in order to develop
the full matched-component operating line for the engine. This in turn allows the analysis
of the component-integrated engine performance (in terms of engine thrust, spillage, and
RPM of the spool, as well as the energy availability characteristics) across the operational
ranges of fuel throttle setting, flight Mach number, and altitude.

7.1. Turbojet Engine Selection and on-Design Point Specifications

The gas turbine engine modeled in this study is a single-spool turbojet engine with
no afterburner, fixed geometry throughout, and a convergent nozzle with fixed exit area.
The simplicity of such an engine selection when coupled with the appropriate component
matching required for accurate off-design analysis facilitates the straightforward applica-
tion and demonstration of the energy availability methodology discussed in earlier sections.
Furthermore, the use of generic component performance maps and loss models in the
analysis allows for the accurate generation of engine performance in terms of engine thrust,
mass capture (spillage), and spool RPM across the allowable (off-design) ranges of fuel
throttle setting, flight Mach number, and altitude. Engine component characteristics and
(physical) sizing are chosen to be consistent with necessary required thrust requirements
(for performance integration) for a specific airframe (vehicle airframe), to be described
subsequently.

The on-design operational point for the defined turbojet corresponds to a flight Mach
number of 0.85 at a standard altitude of 9 km and a fuel flow rate of 0.279 kg/s. For this
defined on-design operational point, the compressor pressure ratio is 10 and compressor
efficiency is 0.85; the engine produces 9.31 kN of thrust, the mass flow rate of air inducted is
14.49 kg/s, and the spool RPM is 15,000. The total temperature at burner exit is 1400 K. The
inlet has a cross-sectional area of 0.1332 m2 (inlet area is sized to minimize spillage at the
on-design point while avoiding excessive upstream acceleration at low-altitude low-speed
operation) and the (convergent) nozzle exit has a cross-sectional area of 0.0666 m2 (with
choked flow).

7.2. Turbojet Engine Control System Limits (Off-Design)

In calculation of off-design performance and losses, temperatures at turbine entrance
greater than 1600 K were prohibited; this limit (along with the range on the generic
compressor map that was utilized in this study) then led to limitations on the possible
ranges of flight Mach number, fuel throttle setting, and altitude for the modeled engine.

7.3. Summary of Component Matching and Performance Evaluation Process for Off-Design
Engine Operation

In order to be able to correctly predict the on and off-design performance of a specified
engine, the coupling between integrated components (inlet, compressor, burner, turbine,
and nozzle) must first be established, i.e., the individual components must be integrated
(‘matched’) with each other. This drives the integrated-engine component operation lines
on individual component performance maps. The information associated with this process
then allows the correct prediction of the thrust, mass capture, and RPM across the off-design
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engine operational space of allowable flight Mach numbers, fuel throttle settings, and
altitudes. The methodology of component matching and off-design performance evaluation
is well-known and extensively documented in propulsion textbooks (see Refs. [35,36]). This
section therefore provides only information relevant to specific modeling and component
characterizations used in this particular work for the component matching for the defined
turbojet engine.

7.3.1. Inlet

The adiabatic inlet total pressure loss model used for the turbojet engine is taken
from [6]; this approximate model was developed by curve fitting over a wide representation
of inlet data versus flight Mach number, as obtained from [35]. Captured streamtube
characteristics, including spillage and additive drag, are determined by the specific fuel
throttling, flight Mach number, and altitude operating point.

7.3.2. Compressor

The on and off-design component performance of the single-spool compressor in-
tegrated into the turbojet engine model is characterized, through component matching
methodology as summarized in the previous section, by the development of a steady-state
operating line on a selected generic compressor performance map. The modeled compres-
sor allows for a wide operating range in terms of resulting component/engine performance.
Specifically, for the selected compressor, the off-design variability in compressor pressure
ratio ranges from 50% to 130% of the on-design value. Off-design corrected mass flow rates
range from 55% to 115% of the on-design value and off-design corrected RPM range from
76% to 106% of the on-design RPM.

7.3.3. Burner

In order to simplify the analysis in this work (focused on demonstrating energy
availability analysis for the overall engine), a burner map was not used; instead, the burner
here is assumed to have negligible total pressure drop and no losses due to incomplete
combustion or cooling of the flow.

7.3.4. Turbine

For the present work, the general turbine efficiency was assumed to be constant at
0.86 for both on-design and off-design performance; cooling of the turbine was also not
considered. A more detailed analysis would incorporate an individual turbine performance
map. This would allow for variations in the turbine efficiency as well as possible unchoking
at the turbine entrance; however, turbine efficiency remains relatively constant and the flow
at the turbine entrance usually remains choked across the engine on-off design operating
envelope for a turbojet [36]. The inclusion of more detailed modeling of the turbine (i.e.,
utilization of the turbine performance map) is not necessary in the present work, which is
focused on energy availability methodology and demonstration for a simple model of an
engine.

7.3.5. Nozzle

Due to the relatively short length of the adiabatic nozzle required for the modeled
turbojet and the lack of afterburning, the simplifying assumption is made in the current
work that there is negligible total pressure loss through the nozzle.

7.3.6. Summary

Based on the engine operating line and loss information developed in the component
matching methodology, as well as the fixed geometry (fixed cross-sectional areas through-
out the engine) determined from on-design flight point requirements, flow properties at
all engine stations are then readily computed for all possible fuel throttle settings, flight
Mach numbers, and altitudes. This also allows for the computation of individual entropy
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generation rates for all individual engine components; energy availability losses for these
individual engine components are then found by multiplying the specific entropy gen-
eration rate by the ambient temperature. Engine performance in terms of thrust (both
uninstalled and installed), spool RPM, spillage, and overall entropy generation in the
engine from ∞ to e can then be computed as well (again, at all possible fuel throttle settings,
flight Mach numbers, and altitudes, hence defining the performance-operability envelope
for the given engine).

8. Airframe Specifications and Modeling Summary for Cruise Flight

Airframe and aerodynamic specifications in this work are based on the Northrop F-5E
Tiger II. The F-5E is a legacy vehicle with well-documented aerodynamic characteristics; it
was powered by two General Electric J85-GE-21 turbojet engines, each rated at 15.6 kN of
dry thrust at sea-level (22.2 kN with afterburner), similar in terms of thrust performance to
the turbojet engine modeled in this work. Specifically, thrust requirements and available
thrust levels for cruise for this airframe are well matched using the respective engine model
with this selected airframe. Specifications for the F-5E airframe [37] are given in Table 1
below.

Table 1. Northrop F-5E Tiger II Specifications.

Parasite Drag Coefficient CD0 0.02
Aspect Ratio AR 3.86

Planform Area S 17.28 m2

Oswald Efficiency Factor 1 e 0.86
Gross Weight W 70.208 kN

1 Estimated using Schaufele’s correlation [38].

The airframe drag, D airframe, is calculated using the following classical airframe drag
model [39]:

D airframe = CDq∞S =

(
CD0 +

C2
L

πeAR

)
q∞S (23)

For cruising flight, aerodynamic lift (L) = vehicle weight (W) and airframe drag
(D airframe) = engine installed thrust (Fx (engine)). The thrust specific fuel consumption at a
given fuel throttle setting, flight Mach number, and altitude is defined as:

ct =

.
m f

Fx(engine)
(24)

Using the drag model given above and solving the energy availability balance for
cruising flight (Equation (17)) in terms of

.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight), the following expression

is obtained for
.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight) in terms of airframe aerodynamic parameters, ct,

vehicle weight W, and freestream dynamic pressure q∞:

.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight) =

[
q∞SCD0 +

W2

πeARq∞S

]
ct

T∞

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
(25)

From Equation (18),
.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight) is minimized at the flight condition (flight

velocity and vehicle angle of attack) corresponding to flight for maximum endurance. The
thrust specific fuel consumption, ct, for a specific engine is, strictly speaking, a function
of flight Mach number, altitude, and fuel throttle setting. At a flight/engine operational
point, it can be estimated from simple engine cycle analysis or found using the higher-level
methodology of component matching and subsequent off-design performance analysis for
an engine (as described and applied in this paper). However, it is generally assumed to
be approximately constant in basic range and endurance analysis, i.e., when finding the
flight velocity required for maximum range and endurance. With this assumption, when
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.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight) is differentiated with respect to flight velocity and set to zero (and

also noting that u2
∞
2 � H∗ for gas turbine engines in general), the well-known requirement

for flight for maximum endurance is obtained that parasite drag must be exactly balanced
by the induced drag, i.e., CD0 = C2

L/πeAR = CDi.

Similarly, from Equation (17),
.
Stotal (vehicle in cruise flight)

u∞
can be written in terms of airframe

aerodynamic parameters, ct, vehicle weight, and freestream dynamic pressure q∞:

.
Stotal(vehicle in cruise flight)

u∞
=

[
1
2

q∞SCD0 +
2W2

3πeARq∞S

]
ct

T∞

√
ρ∞

2

(
H∗ +

u2
∞
2

)
(26)

From Equation (19), this quantity must be minimized at the flight condition corre-
sponding to maximum range. Furthermore, if this relationship is differentiated with respect

to flight velocity and set to zero (again, u2
∞
2 � H∗), the classic requirement for flight for

maximum range is then obtained that the parasite drag is exactly three times the induced
drag, i.e., CD0 = 3C2

L/πeAR. This analysis, along with the discussion in Section 6, there-
fore, provides the theoretical equivalence between the energy availability methodology
(quantified in terms of entropy generation), classic range and endurance relationships, and
flight conditions required to maximize range and endurance.

9. Results

This section of the paper provides quantitative results obtained using the energy
utilization methodology as applied to specific engine and vehicle configurations. Selected
details of the energy availability characteristics (and performance) of a defined turbojet
engine in flight without airframe considerations are first presented. The modeling for this
engine, and the resulting performance of the engine, has incorporated component matching
(hence allowing the correct representation of actual on and off-design performance for a
given engine, unlike most previous exergy studies which have not accounted for off-design
engine behavior). This allows for the complete definition of the actual energy availability
characteristics of a given engine across the complete range of off-design operational fuel
throttle settings, flight Mach numbers, and altitudes for that engine. Representative results
are then presented for the energy utilization characteristics (entropy generation) associated
with a vehicle in cruise in terms of endurance and range. The airframe and propulsive
models used in the range and endurance analysis are based on the aerodynamic and
configurational characteristics of the F-5E Tiger II fighter and the defined turbojet engine,
respectively, as discussed in previous sections.

9.1. Turbojet Engine Energy Utilization (No Airframe)

Table 2 provides a summary of five cases of engine-alone operation (each case repre-
senting operation at a specific fuel throttle setting, flight Mach number, and altitude). These
cases were selected to provide representative results from the complete engine on/off-
design performance/energy utilization study, with an emphasis on energy utilization and
losses. Case 1 is the baseline nominal ‘on-design’ flight and engine operation condition
(altitude 9 km, flight Mach number of 0.85, fuel flow rate of 0.279 kg/s, corresponding to a
defined ‘100% on-design’ throttle setting, etc.). Cases 2 through 5 represent four distinct
off-design operation points. Case 2 has the same flight Mach number and throttle setting
as Case 1 but has an altitude of 4.5 km. Case 3 corresponds to the same altitude and fuel
throttle setting as Case 1 but has a reduced flight Mach number of 0.6. Case 4 describes a
flight Mach number of 1.25, while keeping altitude and fuel throttle at the on-design values.
Case 5 denotes a 50% reduction in fuel throttle setting at on-design flight Mach number
and altitude.
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Table 2. Comparative parameter values between the on-design case and the four off-design cases
studied.

Conditions Altitude Flight Mach No. Fuel Throttle

On-Design
Case 1 9000 m 0.85 100%

Off-Design
Case 2

Altitude
Reduction 4500 m 0.85 100%

Off-Design
Case 3

Flight Mach No.
Reduction 9000 m 0.60 100%

Off-Design
Case 4

Flight Mach No.
Increase 9000 m 1.25 100%

Off-Design
Case 5

Fuel Throttle
Reduction 9000 m 0.85 50%

Figure 3 provides results for energy availability and losses for Cases 1 through 5.
These results use relative values (as percent of overall energy availability) to facilitate
comparisons and observations between the cases in subsequent discussions. In this figure,
the far left-hand bar (in orange) represents the overall (initial) energy availability rate for
all cases. This corresponds to 12.34 MW for Cases 1 through 4 and 6.17 MW for Case 5.
The energy availability rate is decomposed for each case into contributions associated with
individual engine component losses, wake loss, and the productive thrust power realized.
Table 3 provides additional information for these five cases: including values of installed
thrust, RPM, and spillage information, as well as compressor pressure ratios, fluid property
ratios, etc. Examination of the information given in both Figure 3 and Table 3 allows for the
comparative analysis of energy utilization and losses between these five cases. Because the
data and information generated in these results are based on the operating line-determined
performance of a specific engine (with integrated and matched components), a comparative
analysis of the energy utilization increments between these cases can then be specifically
related to changes in fuel throttle setting, altitude, and flight Mach number for that engine.
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Figure 3. Comparative energy availability breakdown for the different engine operating conditions.
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Table 3. Comparative parameter values for engine on- and off-design operations.

Parameter

Case 1
Alt = 9000 m

M = 0.85
mf = 100%

Case 2
Alt = 4500 m

M = 0.85
mf = 100%

Case 3
Alt = 9000 m

M = 0.60
mf = 100%

Case 4
Alt = 9000 m

M = 1.25
mf = 100%

Case 5
Alt = 9000 m

M = 0.85
mf = 50%

Thrust (kN) 9.31 8.64 9.56 7.51 4.58
Thrust Power (MW) 2.40 2.37 1.74 2.85 1.18

Total Availability Loss Rate (MW) 9.94 9.97 10.60 9.49 4.99
.
Swake/

.
Sengine 1.77 1.20 2.04 1.52 1.20

T∞
.
Stotal/

.
m f H f 0.81 0.81 0.86 0.77 0.81

η 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.23 0.19
TSFC (kg/kN-s) 0.0300 0.0323 0.0292 0.0372 0.0304
RPM 15,000 13,323 15,053 14,087 12,534

.
Sinlet/diffuserr (W/K) 229.5 305.3 97.6 444.0 172.0

.
Scompressor (W/K) 1188.5 1202.3 1613.6 1006.9 681.1

.
Sburner (W/K) 13,562.6 15,121.4 12,895.9 14,161.7 8531.5
.
Sturbine (W/K) 627.7 834.9 557.4 748.9 471.4

.
Swake (W/K) 27,639.9 21,039.3 30,960.2 24,943.3 11,849.6

πc 10.0 6.5 11.3 7.3 6.5
ue/u∞ 2.36 2.04 3.48 1.53 2.04
Pe/P∞ 3.08 2.00 2.84 3.51 2.00
Te/T∞ 4.03 3.01 4.36 3.67 3.00

Spillage (kg/s) 1.59 9.14 −1.51 6.35 5.19
Spillage Ratio 0.90 0.68 1.13 0.73 0.68

.
mair (kg/s) 14.49 19.3 12.9 17.3 10.9

ηthermal 0.58 0.52 0.59 0.59 0.52
Dadd (kN) 0.049 0.701 0.033 1.130 0.375

Figure 3 and Table 3 show that for Case 1, the on-design operating point, the wake
mixing (equilibration) process is dominant in terms of entropy generation (losses). Wake
loss represents approximately 64% of the total energy availability loss incurred by the
engine at this condition. Wake entropy generation is driven by the degree of non-uniformity
in the flow (the degree of non-equilibrium) between the propulsive and the side-bounding
streamtubes at station s (Section 2). The degree of this distortion entering the wake region
for a given case is particularly indicated by the velocity ratio (nozzle exit to free stream)
as provided in Table 3. Previous work has demonstrated the importance of the velocity
ratio in terms of driving wake entropy generation behind powered aerospace vehicles in
flight [15]. By the same token, the temperature and pressure ratios contribute as well to
wake entropy generation.

For all individual engine component losses as well as the overall engine loss rate, loss
rates in energy availability as given in Figure 3 (and Table 3) are directly proportional to
the mass flow rate of air inducted into the engine (determined by flight and operating
condition and resulting spillage characteristics upstream of the inlet face), as well as
the individual component loss characteristics. Inlet energy availability losses are due to
shocks, friction, etc.; inlet losses scale with flight Mach number via the inlet (diffuser) total
pressure recovery model used. Compressor and turbine losses are functions of compressor
and turbine efficiency, respectively, at a given operating point (in turn dependent on
the operating line developed by the component matching for off-design performance
analysis). Figure 3 shows that for Case 1, inlet and turbomachinery together account for
only around 5% of the total lost availability rate; the compressor loss is larger than the
turbine loss while the inlet loss is very small, as expected at a flight Mach of 0.85. Although
significantly smaller than the wake loss, the burner generates the largest engine component
loss (accounting for approximately 31% of overall lost energy availability) in comparison
with all other engine components. As a consequence of all losses, only about 20% of the
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total initial available energy rate for the on-design point is realized as thrust power. This
fraction represents the instantaneous energy availability utilization effectiveness η.

The comparative (relative) values of the various losses in the individual components
at the on-design condition (i.e., the burner clearly representing the largest engine com-
ponent loss, followed by the compressor, etc.) are well-established by previous exergy
and availability studies of gas turbine (jet) engines. However, because off-design engine
performance is appropriately modeled using component matching in the present work,
variations in individual component and wake energy availability loss rates can be directly
associated with (and explained in terms of) changes in fuel throttle setting, flight Mach
number, and altitude for a given engine. Hence, Case 2, which represents an off-design
condition at the same fuel throttle setting and flight Mach as Case 1 (on-design), but at a
lower altitude, has markedly larger respective burner losses (39%) and less wake losses
(55%) than those same losses experienced in Case 1. This is due to the fact that Case 2, even
with the increase in total temperature entering the compressor due to the lower altitude,
represents engine operation at significantly lower RPM and lower compressor pressure
ratio than Case 1 (i.e., it is operating lower on the engine operating line on the compressor
map). The reduced compression results in a reduction in the thermal efficiency in the
burner (ηthermal = 1− (T∞/Tt3), where Tt3 is the total/stagnation temperature at compres-
sor exit), therefore generating higher entropy in that component. Concurrently, wake losses
decrease for Case 2 (relative to Case 1; on-design) since the nozzle exit conditions are closer
to the freestream conditions for this spooled-down engine operation point. Due to the
trade between wake loss and burner losses, thrust power contribution to the overall energy
availability balance does not change appreciably between Case 1 and Case 2.

Case 3 (for a lower flight Mach number), in comparison to Case 1, demonstrates
reduced burner losses and much greater wake loss (i.e., the increase in wake loss is signifi-
cantly greater than the drop in burner losses). There are negligible inlet losses due to the
low subsonic flight Mach number. The decreased burner losses as well as the increased
wake loss are primarily because Case 3 represents a high RPM, high compressor pressure
ratio condition for the engine (i.e., is higher on the operating line than the on-design operat-
ing point), see Table 3. The high compression results in increased thermal efficiency, hence
lower losses in the burner. However, the larger gradients that then inherently exist at the
nozzle exit (i.e., as seen in the velocity ratio between nozzle exit and freestream, etc.) and
the increased mass flow rate of air generate increased entropy in the wake. Additionally, as
flight Mach is reduced, the thrust power contribution necessarily drops (due to the lower
flight velocity); thrust may increase marginally (as it does in this case) but thrust power
drops overall, with the increased entropy generation necessarily appearing in the wake.

Case 4 (for a higher flight Mach number of 1.25) in comparison to Case 1 shows the
expected increase in thrust power due to the increase in flight velocity; this occurs even
though thrust has decreased. All loss increments in the energy availability balance are
therefore necessarily reduced in part because of this effect (increased productive utilization
of available energy, due to the higher flight velocity). However, this case represents a
spooled-down operation point for this engine in terms of compressor pressure ratio, RPM,
and inducted mass flow rate (high spillage). Wake loss is noticeably decreased; this is
due again to the reduction in entropy generation associated with reduced fluid properties’
gradients between engine exit flow and the side-bounding flow at plane s. Wake loss,
however, still remains the largest loss contribution at 60%; burner losses represent 34%
of total losses. Inlet loss increases markedly at this supersonic flight Mach number, as
expected due to shock losses.

Case 5 (50% reduction in fuel throttling rate while maintaining on-design flight Mach
number and altitude) in comparison to Case 1 inherently provides for loss rate reductions
across the board of around a factor of two due to the proportional reduction in heat release
in the burner. However, for this case, there is a relative increase in the burner loss as
compared to the wake loss. This is driven by the fact that this low-throttle engine condition
represents a very low RPM and a spooled down operating point (lower proportional mass
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flow rate of air inducted). This drives down the thermal efficiency (due to decreased
pressure and temperature in the burner). This same effect, however, reduces gradients and
the resulting entropy generation in the wake relative to the burner entropy generation and
relative to the wake entropy generation contribution to losses seen for Case 1.

9.2. Selected Graphical Results of Engine Performance/Energy Availability Characteristics across
the Operating Range

Previous results and analysis (Figure 3, Table 3 and associated discussion) give signifi-
cant insight in terms of understanding (diagnosing) basic performance and corresponding
energy availability losses for this engine. This was done by choosing five (discrete) off-
design operation points, including the nominal on-design point. However, complete engine
performance descriptions (i.e., thrust, RPM, mass capture, losses, and details of energy
availability balances and relative loss contributions) are complex constructs defined at
every point within the engine operational envelope of fuel throttle setting, flight Mach
number, and altitude.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate selected energy availability information in terms of slices
through the operational space of the engine. Specifically, Figure 4 provides contours of
the ratio of entropy generation in the wake to the entropy generation in the engine for the
modeled turbojet at 9 km altitude across ranges of flight Mach number and fuel throttle
setting. Figure 5 provides contours of the same ratio for 100% (nominal) fuel flow rate
across ranges of flight Mach number and altitude. Recall that the entropy generation in the
engine is dominated by burner losses. These figures show that the ratio of wake entropy
to engine entropy generation tends to increase with increasing throttle and altitude while
tending to decrease with increasing flight Mach number. Within the entire envelope of
engine operation, this quantity has a minimum that is close to unity (i.e., the wake and
engine losses in availability are approximately the same) and has a maximum of around
2.5. As discussed at length in the more detailed analysis of specific off-design cases in
the previous section, variance in this ratio (wake to engine loss) is mainly due to the
effects of changing thermal efficiency, increased or decreased spooling of the engine and
movement on the engine operating line, and changing fluid/thermodynamic gradients
between engine exhaust flow and ambient.
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9.3. Endurance, Range, and Entropy Generation; A Case Study (Airframe-Engine Integration)

Previous Sections 6 and 8 have developed and described the relationships between
energy availability (entropy generation) and the endurance and range of a jet-powered
vehicle in flight. Flight conditions for maximum endurance and range have been shown
to correspond to the minimum time rate and the minimum spatial rate of overall entropy
generation, respectively, within the global control volume in which a vehicle is embed-
ded. In addition, classic maximum endurance and range parameters such as lift to drag
relationships and the balances between parasite and induced drag have been shown to
be directly related to energy availability considerations. The analysis developed in this
paper also provides the methodology for separately assessing and then combining entropy
generations and energy utilization for the airframe and for the propulsion system. A
quantitative case study of energy utilization and range and endurance in cruise flight is
now performed for a specific vehicle configuration for which a selected legacy airframe
drag model (based on the twin-engine Northrop F-5E Tiger II, as described in Section 8)
is integrated with the turbojet engine model developed in this work. Specifically, two
turbojet engines are integrated with the F-5E airframe to provide a complete powered
vehicle model for this study. Entropy generation characteristics for cruise flight are then
assessed in conjunction with classic relationships and parameters for range and endurance.

The parabolic curve in Figure 6 shows the aerodynamic drag generated by the F-5E
airframe at 9 km altitude versus flight velocity. This drag is based on the aerodynamic
parameters for the F-5E airframe and the nominal vehicle gross weight as given in Section 8.
The magnitude of drag at a given flight velocity is, by definition, the engine thrust required
for the vehicle (consisting of both engine and airframe) to cruise; there is a minimum in
thrust required (airframe drag) at a specific velocity, due to the trade between induced drag
and parasite drag. In Figure 6, the line defining the thrust required for cruise is shown
overlaid on a carpet plot of actual (available) thrusts provided by the two turbojet engines
at this altitude for various fuel throttling rates, across the range of flight velocities. This
underlying carpet plot of engine performance (shown as lines of constant

.
m f ) is generated

using the component-matched (off-design) turbojet analysis and methodology described
earlier; the required thrust distribution for cruise across a wide range of flight velocities for
the F-5E airframe is seen to lie within the envelope of the performance of the engine. The
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flight velocity associated with the minimum thrust required is also seen to be very close to
the minimum fuel flow rate, as expected.
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In Figure 7, four parameters associated with endurance in cruise for this aircraft
configuration (integrated airframe and turbojet engines together) are plotted over a range
of flight velocities at an altitude of 9 km. These parameters are mass flow rate of fuel

.
m f

required to cruise (obtained from the off-design engine analysis at the required thrust),
overall entropy generation

.
Stotal in the global control volume (also obtained from the

off-design engine and airframe analysis), lift-to-drag ratio CL/CD, and the required thrust
(which is the airframe drag). Endurance for 1 gram of fuel consumed at the nominal gross
weight is also plotted. All parameters are normalized by their respective extrema in order
to clearly and easily compare characteristics.

.
m f ,

.
Stotal, and thrust required are normalized

by their minimum values of 174.4 g/s, 33.57 kW/K, and 6.15 kN, respectively. CL/CD and
endurance are normalized by their maximum values of 11.42 and 0.00573 s/g. It is seen
that all four parameters, as expected from classic endurance relationships and from the
energy availability analysis as developed and described in this work, give approximately
similar results for the flight condition for maximum endurance. There is, however, as
expected, a difference in terms of the flight velocity at which maximum lift-to-drag ratio
and minimum thrust required occurs (as compared to the actual flight velocity required for
maximum endurance, i.e., at minimum

.
m f and minimum

.
Stotal). Whereas the flight velocity

corresponding to maximum endurance is 168 m/s, the flight velocity corresponding to
maximum lift-to-drag ratio is 195 m/s. This difference is due to the approximation in
the classic endurance formulation that thrust specific fuel consumption (ct) is constant
with flight velocity. This approximation results in the condition that CL/CD be maximized
(and hence thrust required minimized) for flight conditions corresponding to maximum
endurance (see the discussion in Section 8).
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Figure 7. Normalized endurance related parameters over range of flight velocities. F-5E airframe
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Figure 8 provides a plot of three parameters associated with range in cruise for the
modeled vehicle (the F-5E airframe powered by a pair of the modeled turbojet) across the
flight velocity range. These parameters are mass of fuel per distance traveled,

.
m f /u∞ (ob-

tained from the off-design engine analysis at the required thrust), overall entropy generated
per distance traveled

.
Stotal/u∞ (also obtained from the off-design engine analysis), and the

C1/2
L /CD ratio (obtained from the airframe model). The range for 1 gram of fuel consumed

at the nominal gross weight is also plotted. These parameters are normalized by their
respective extrema;

.
m f /u∞ and

.
Stotal/u∞ are normalized by their minimum values of 0.896

g/m and 172.5 N/K, respectively. C1/2
L /CD and range are normalized by their maximum

values of 19.3 and 1.116 m/g, respectively. For range (similar to observations regarding
endurance in Figure 7), all four parameters in Figure 8, as expected from classic range
relationships and from the energy availability analysis as developed and described in this
work, yield approximately similar results for the flight condition required for maximum
range. Referring to the discussion of Figure 7, however, and for the same reason that maxi-
mum CL/CD is an approximate condition for maximum endurance, maximum C1/2

L /CD
also occurs at a somewhat different flight velocity (257 m/s) than that corresponding to a
maximum range (226 m/s).

Figure 9 shows the total entropy generation rate versus flight velocity for the powered
vehicle in cruise as the summation of the respective contributions associated with propul-
sion system and airframe, reflecting the superposition principle for losses described in
Section 6. In Figure 9, the top (yellow) line represents the total entropy generation rate that
occurs in the overall global control volume that encompasses the powered vehicle from
freestream ∞ to wake exit plane w (see Figure 2 for station designations). The bottom (blue)
line represents the entropy generation rate within the propulsive flow paths (not including
wake), i.e., from freestream ∞ to wake region entrance plane s. The increment between
the blue (bottom) line and the middle (orange) line represents the entropy generation that
specifically occurs in the wake of the (twin-engine) propulsion system (analyzed without
an airframe). Therefore, the middle (orange) line provides the total entropy generation
rate associated with the propulsion system without airframe considerations, encompassing
all losses: (1) in the upstream acceleration/deceleration captured streamtubes from ∞ to
i (inlet face), (2) inside the engines from i to e (engine exit), and (3) in the wakes of the
stand-alone engines (from e to w). Finally, the increment between the orange (middle) and
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yellow (top) lines represents the total entropy generation associated with the unpowered
airframe. This increment includes losses upstream of the unpowered airframe wake, as well
as losses within that wake. At a flight velocity of 168 m/s, corresponding to the minimum
total entropy generation rate for the vehicle (which, as demonstrated in this work, also
corresponds to maximum endurance), the propulsion system accounts for approximately
86% of the overall entropy generation (with the remaining 14% of losses associated with
the airframe). Additionally, at this flight velocity, the propulsive system alone (no airframe)
wake losses are seen to be approximately equal to the propulsive flow path losses occurring
upstream of the wake. This relatively low ratio (approximately 1) of wake to engine entropy
generations in the propulsive system analysis is entirely due to the low throttle operation
of the engines at this point (i.e., at very near minimum thrust required, as described in
previous discussion).
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10. Discussion

The fundamental energy utilization balance for an air-breathing aerospace vehicle in
flight represents the synthesis of both the first and second laws of thermodynamics and
flight mechanics. This balance, as derived from the global control volume approach, directly
(analytically) links classic vehicle force-based performance at a given flight condition to
available energy associated with the propellant, and to losses in that available energy.
While the global control volume approach and the resulting energy utilization balances
(both rate-based and mission-integrated) have been previously described and applied in
a number of works, including detailed analyses of scramjets and rockets, it has not been
previously applied to the analysis of airframe/jet engine configurations in terms of cruise
requirements.

In this paper, the energy availability balance is first specialized to allow the full
analysis of the performance and energy utilization of a stand-alone gas turbine (jet) engine
(without airframe considerations); this analysis accounts for additive drag effects and
characterizes wake impacts as well as the contributions of individual engine components,
in terms of entropy generation and resultant losses in installed engine thrust. Detailed
results for five selected cases of engine-alone operation are obtained. These cases include
the on-design point (defined by its specific fuel throttle rate, flight Mach number, and
altitude) and four off-design points, each representing a variation in fuel throttle setting,
flight Mach, and altitude from the design point values. Results obtained incorporate, for
all five cases, both conventional off-design engine performance (installed thrust, spillage,
additive drag, component performance, thermal efficiency, etc.) as well as significant
parameters and information related to energy utilization and the energy utilization balance
for the engine. For both on and off-design engine operation, the loss in overall energy
availability (reflecting a reduction in delivered thrust) is dominated by the wake entropy
generation. Within the engine itself, relative to other engine components, the burner is
dominant in terms of entropy generation. Other component losses are generally very small
in comparison to the burner loss. These results are expected, based on previous exergetic
studies of similar gas turbines using, for instance, cycle analysis. However, because the
results obtained in this study accurately reflect actual off-design performance of the (given)
engine (rather than cycle analysis results), direct assessments of the linkage and drivers
between energy utilization and entropy generation and the observed performance of the
engine can be made in a consistent fashion between on and off-design points.

Specifically, by examining and comparing (stand-alone) engine conventional per-
formance in conjunction with energy utilization results for the off-design cases, the two
dominant influences on wake entropy generation are seen to be: (1) the degree of dis-
tortion at the (engine) exit plane and (2) the (related) engine operating point, RPM and
spooling characteristics; these factors all determined by the specific fuel throttle setting,
flight Mach number, and altitude for any particular case. In terms of the impact of the
degree of distortion at engine exit plane, the wake entropy generation is observed to be
(especially) correlated with the nozzle exit velocity to freestream velocity ratio, in line with
previous energy availability studies for aerospace systems. The burner entropy generation,
representing by far the largest loss within the engine itself, is driven (as expected) primarily
by the thermal efficiency, which in turn is strongly related to the specific engine operating
point, RPM, and spooling characteristics (as well as flight conditions).

In order to more comprehensively illustrate the actual envelope of off-design engine
performance and energy utilization behavior obtained by the analysis in this paper, selected
contour plots of the ratio of entropy generation in the wake to entropy generation in the
engine are provided. These results are shown for varying flight Mach numbers and fuel
flow rates at a given altitude and for varying flight Mach numbers and altitudes at a given
fuel throttle setting and emphasize the dominant role of the losses in the wake in terms of
overall utilization of available energy.

In addition to the employment of the energy availability balance to the study of a stand-
alone engine, the balance is also applied to provide the energy utilization characteristics of
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an unpowered airframe in terms of drag of the airframe and resulting entropy generation.
These engine-only and airframe-only energy utilization formulations are then combined
analytically. This combination provides the capability to assess the overall performance of
a jet-powered aircraft in terms of energy utilization. A superposition principal results from
the analysis: the entropy generation that actually occurs in the wake of a powered vehicle
is the summation of the entropy generations that (separately) occur in the modeled wake
of its stand-alone (analyzed with no airframe) propulsion system and in the modeled wake
of its airframe (analyzed with no propulsion system).

Entropy generation and energy utilization that are experienced by a vehicle in cruise
are next formulated, utilizing the airframe drag model, with a focus on the flight conditions
corresponding to maximum endurance and maximum range. The relationship of entropy
generation and energy availability to classic range and endurance conditions is described.
The theoretical requirement that overall entropy generation temporal rate in the global
control volume must be minimized for a jet-powered vehicle at the flight condition for
maximum endurance results from this analysis; similarly, the fundamental requirement
that overall entropy generation spatial rate be minimized for maximum range is also shown.
Additionally, energy utilization analysis in terms of entropy generation is shown to give the
well-known (classic) balances between induced and parasite drag contributions required
for maximum endurance and range, respectively. These characteristics of the entropy
generation at cruise, as developed theoretically and then illustrated in this application,
are fundamental requirements that emerge from the energy availability balance. Further-
more, the classic maximum endurance and range flight conditions involving the necessary
balances of lift and drag are shown in this vehicle application to also correlate with the
energy availability (entropy generation) results. These results also provide verification of
theoretical derivations in this paper; the well-known lift and drag balances required for
maximum endurance and maximum range, as well as the associated balances between
parasite drag and induced drag, can be obtained directly from energy utilization analysis
and global control volume-based considerations of entropy generation.

The work described in this paper provides the methodology necessary to apply the
global control volume/energy utilization approach to both stand-alone gas turbine en-
gines and to powered airframes with jet propulsion in the atmosphere. This methodology
supplements (but does not replace) both traditional momentum-based analysis and con-
ventional exergetic methods. Specifically, it allows new insight into the second-law aspects
of powered flight. For instance, as shown in this paper, the approach uniquely enables
the derivation of the necessary conditions for maximum range and endurance for cruise
flight in terms of overall entropy generation. It is believed that the most promising use of
this methodology undoubtably is in system-level analysis and optimization of aerospace
flight systems. Entropy generation inherently provides a single universal metric of losses
for all components, processes, and sub-systems associated with the flight of a vehicle. The
methodology described in this paper enables the comprehensive and complete assess-
ment of system-level performance losses and relationships in overall entropy generation,
including wake effects, for the applications of interest.
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Nomenclature

A cross-sectional area, m2

AR aspect ratio
CD aircraft drag coefficient
CDi induced drag coefficient
CD0 parasitic (zero-lift) drag coefficient
CL aircraft lift coefficient
ct thrust specific fuel consumption, kg/N-s
D aerodynamic drag, N
Dadd additive drag, N
E aircraft cruise endurance, sec
.
E net rate of energy transfer rate into a control volume (both heat and work), W
e Oswald efficiency factor
Fx net force in the direction of flight, N
H f lower heating value of the fuel, J/kg
H∗ total thermochemical availability, J/kg
L lift, N
m f fuel mass, kg
.

m mass flow rate, kg/s
.

m f fuel mass flow rate, kg/s
n̂x unit vector in the direction of flight
P static pressure, N/m2

q∞ dynamic pressure, N/m2

R aircraft cruise range, m
S planform area or control surface area, m2
.
S time rate of change in entropy (generation for most cases) across a streamtube, W/K
T static temperature, K
u flow velocity, m/s
u∞ flight/freestream velocity, m/s
W aircraft gross weight, N
η instantaneous energy utilization effectiveness
ρ mass density, kg/m3

τ shear stress
Subscripts
e engine (nozzle) exit plane
i engine inlet plane
s exit plane of side-bounding sub-control volume
w exit plane of wake sub-control volume
x axial direction; direction of flight
∞ freestream conditions; upstream (entrance) plane of global control volume
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